2.
4-7 rates
• Onels thoughts then turn naturally to alternative explanatioos t particularly those involving femi liar strong interaction concepts, and in this letter we use the pion exchange multiperiphctral mode'S to study muon pair production.
We shall construct an explicit model with essentially no free parameters, and then present the most salient results of a numerical comparison to the experiments at Brookhaven and at FNAl. More .detailed comparisons, further theoretical considerations and a derivation of the scaling law implied by the model shall be reserved for a future artide 9 • Explicitly, our model is the following: we assume that the IJ""pair occurs as the decay product of a massive virtual photon which can appear along with the usual systems of hadrons that are produced in a multiperipherai chain. The inclusive cross section is depicted in Fig. 1 . The ingredients which enter into the calculation are the off-shell 1I'P absorptive parts, the pion propagator, and the 1TiT," and YJ.l~ couplings. The ny coupling is taken to be proportional to the pion electromagnetic form factor. The Yll~ coupling;s taken to be that of (pointlike) quantum electrodynamics. 3.
Then the 1I'1T cross section is multiplied by the necessary overall constant. This, in effect, assumes that high energy hadronic cross section are built from a large number of multiperipheral "pion-like" processes, and $0 retains the successful predictions of multiperipheral models.
The pion form factor F (Q2) is not well known for large values of Q2 (photon 11' mass squared). We shalldisplay result$ for different possible choices of F (Q2). Lastly,
we will neglect photon emission from the ends of the chain corresponding to a coupling to virtual nucleon (or baryon) lines.
We build a model for pion production by assuming the '1m' scattering amplitude is dom inated by the rho resonance, 
The squared pion propagator is Set) = 1/(t -m ) • The 1I"Il' kernel is,
11'
R(Q,Ql'~) = using the shorthand notation for the phase space volume: dp::
4.
The np absorptive parts have been paramterized os,
L: r. fe.:Q_,\i (~)ai+n
where So = ;~ of all possible exchange mechanisms which could lead TO pion production.
To build our model for muon pair production, we simply replace the n -kernel o massive photon,
x JdP+ dp_ t;4(p+ +p _ -Q) T{Ui_ +m~ Y\!+ -m" yv]
where P+ Qnd p. are the lepton momenta.
5.
We have compared our model to the Brookhaven-Columbio muon pair experiment 1 and to the Chicago-Princeton single muon experiment. The comparison to the Chicago-Princeton experiment is shown in Fig. 4 . The data is taken at Elab:= 300 GeV with the detectors fixed at 90 0 in the center of mass. To provide.a balancedoppraisaf of our results, we must include a caveat. Our multi peripheral model can not be regarded as a fully consistent and realistic model of particle production. For example, while we have assumed that all produced pio~.,orr9i
nate from p decoy, present dato indicate that most pions (approximate'y ~ at Elab::::
205 GeY) are generated by other mechanisms!8ff our normalization were adjusted to the .' actual p cross sectior!, the predicted fJ.-pair cross section would decrease by a factor of five. On the other hand j we have omitted the contribution of the w and ~ mesons and, more generally, isoscolar photons. Their inclusion would increase our prediction. Rather than catalog compensating effects, we prefe~ the point of view that the model represents an overage over possible multi peripheral production r:nec:hanisms, and it is then natural to normalize to pion inclusive data. O"f course this introduces an approximation, but pro~bly 7.
not a gross error. Note that if this poi rtt of view is correct, then the J,l-poi r angular distribution c~uld depai~ from s.in,2 Eli, since various production mechanisms could lead to f.1-pairs with different angular distribuHons.
We conclude by suggesting that familiar hadronic processes may be responsible for the observed muon cross sections in prot'on-proton collisions. Certainly, before one appeals to exotrc ideas (a.gcl charmed particles or heavy leptons) such a possibility must be fully explored.
8.
Bsure Captions:
A rare bubble Ch(lf'l'!ber photograph of a massive mute poi r.
f.!.gure 1:
The cross section for inclusive w-pair production in the multiperipheral model. The blobs labelled A denote off-shellw -p absorpt'lve parts. ' . 
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